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THIS SERIES IS ABOUT WHAT GOD WANTS _________ YOU, NOT WHAT
GOD WANTS ____________ YOU.
THE KEY IS TO CHANGE YOUR __________________ FROM ____________
TO _______________.
FOUR WAYS YOU CAN LIVE IN THE TENSION BETWEEN YOUR NEEDS
& YOUR DREAMS:
1. GIVE YOUR _______________ & YOUR __________________ TO GOD.

“Seek first God’s kingdom and what God wants. Then all your other
needs will be met as well.”
Matthew 6:33 (NLT)
“Be delighted with the Lord. Then He will give you all your heart’s
desires.”
Psalm 37:4 (LB)

2. BE ____________________ WITH THE _________________________.

“Yet true godliness with contentment is itself great wealth. After all,
we brought nothing with us when we came into the world, and we
can’t take anything with us when we leave it. So if we have enough
food and clothing, let us be content.”
1st Timothy 6:6-8 (NLT)

3. _________________________. ______________________. DON’T GET IT
TWISTED.
“But people who long to be rich fall into temptation and are trapped
by many foolish and harmful desires that plunge them into ruin and
destruction. For the love of money is the root of all kinds of evil. And
some people, craving money, have wandered from the true faith and
pierced themselves with many sorrows.”
1st Timothy 6:9-10 (NLT)

“Tell them to use their money to do good. They should be rich in
good works and generous to those in need, always being ready to
share with others. By doing this they will be storing up their treasure
as a good foundation for the future so that they may experience true
life.”
1st Timothy 6:18-19 (NLT)

4. PUT GOD _______________ & _______________ WHAT HE’S GIVEN YOU.
“Teach those who are rich in this world not to be proud and not to
trust in their money, which is so unreliable. Their trust should be in
God, who richly gives us all we need for our enjoyment.”
1st Timothy 6:17 (NLT)

BOTTOM LINE: BE _______________ FOR TODAY, BUT STAY
_______________ FOR TOMORROW.

